SPANISH FORK HIGH SCHOOL
DONS Learning Targets for
Theater 2, 3, 4

Theatre 2:
- I can understand how theatre was formed.
- I can perform a monologue that I cut from a play.
- I can name the major influences of theatre from history.
- I can talk about modern acting and it's influences.
- I can critique a play by reading or seeing it.
- I can give my peers a quality critique and evaluation

Theatre 3:
- I can audition for a play or musical with great preparation.
- I can see how I am influenced by the theatre arts in my personal life.
- I can understand how to view other forms of theatre more broadly.
- I can critique a play by reading or seeing it at a more proficient level.
- I can see what college program is right for me.

Theatre 4:
- I can comprehend the advanced acting styles of modern acting.
- I can teach my peers about an acting method.
- I can grasp the concept of mask characterization.
- I can direct my peers in a performance.
- I can be directed by my peers in a performance.
- I can critique a play by reading or seeing it.
I CAN demonstrate and understand basic math and measuring concepts.

- I CAN add and subtract two and three digit numbers.
- I CAN solve two digit divisors.
- I CAN add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions and mixed numbers.
- I CAN convert fractions to decimals.
- I CAN reduce fractions.
- I CAN add and subtract linear measurements in feet and inches.
- I CAN use a tape measure/ruler to measure within a sixteenth (1/16) of an inch.

I CAN demonstrate and use fasteners and adhesives.

- I CAN identify the various woodworking fasteners and the application for each (nails, screws, staples).
- I CAN properly use adhesives in the construction a project.
- I CAN identify and use different type of clamps to properly glue wood in a project (bar, “C”, spring, and handscrew).

I CAN identify and demonstrate the use of joinery.

- I CAN identify the basic woodworking joint.
- I CAN construct a woodworking project using basic joinery.

I CAN understand and demonstrate sanding and finishing techniques.

- I CAN understand and properly apply the basics rules of sanding.
- I CAN properly prepare a surface for finishing.
- I CAN apply stain and/or clear finish.

I CAN understand and apply professional development skills in the work place.

- I CAN be self motivated and understand the need for professional development.
- I CAN understand the need for career planning.
- I CAN understand the importance and apply employability/work habits.